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Party Theme 
The most common party themes generally include: 

 

- Pirates 

- Princesses 

- Superheroes 

- Hello Kitty 

- Star Wars/ Minions 

- Frozen/ Tangled 

- Jungle/ Safari 

- Beach/ Tiki 

 

More and more parties are offering duel themes to cater for both the boys are 

girls. Usually these are pirates and princesses, superheroes and fairies. To be 

honest, you will always have a few children wearing whatever they want to, be 

that a dinosaur outfit for a Star Wars party or an Elsa dress for a jungle party. 

 

   

 

Finding the Venue 
 
Main considerations: 

 

✓ Parking and safe entrance to the venue 

✓ Kitchen/ food preparation area 

✓ Suitable size for the activity (i.e. high ceilings for bouncy castles) 
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✓ Plenty of plug points 

✓ Toilets near to the hall being booked (if there are several within a venue) 

 

Questions to ask: 

 

● Who is responsible for the rubbish?  

- Some venues will expect you to take all rubbish including bin bags 

home with you 

 

● Is toilet paper provided (and replenished?) 

 

● The exact time the hall will be open for you to set up and until what time  

- Can be helpful to know if there is a booking before or after just incase 

people turn up early or the booking overruns 

 

● Do they need a copy of the entertainer’s public liability insurance? 

- Some venues will not allow an entertainer on to the premises without 

this 

Booking the Entertainer 
For birthday parties there are always lots of choices on the types of 

entertainer/entertainment you could book, some examples are as follows: 

 

● Entertainer with Disco and Games 

● Dress-up entertainer (usually a princess) 

● Magician 

● Animal show 

● Bouncy Castle 

● Face painter/ glitter tattoos 

● Balloon twister 

● Mascot/s 

 

It can be a nice idea to combine these entertainers to create a more interactive 

party and to prevent children getting bored, some great combinations are: 

 

● Entertainer with Disco and Games + Mascot 

● Entertainer with Disco and Games + Face painter/ glitter tattoos 

● Entertainer with Disco and Games + Balloon twister 

 

● Dress-up entertainer (usually a princess) + Face painter/ glitter tattoos 

● Dress-up entertainer (usually a princess) + Balloon twister 

 

● Magician + Face painter/ glitter tattoos 

● Magician + Balloon twister 

 

● Animal show + Face painter/ glitter tattoos 

● Animal show + Balloon twister 
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● Bouncy Castle + Face painter/ glitter tattoos (check if the bouncy castle 

hire company allow face paints on their castles) 

● Bouncy Castle + Mascot 

● Bouncy Castle + Balloon twister 

 

I would strongly advise against hiring performance based entrainment 

(Entertainer with Disco and Games/ Dress-up entertainer/ Magician) and a 

bouncy castle as it will generally cause difficulty for the performer to ‘compete’ 

with the bouncy castle and usually will have children running to the bouncy 

castle mid-game/mid-act and then back again (making it difficult to conduct the 

game).  

 

Party Invitations 
 

There are some great websites where you can design your invitations online and 

print them yourself (or take them to a printers/Staples if you want thicker 

paper).  

 

One I always recommend is: 
https://www.greetingsisland.com/invitations/birthday 

Party Food 
The food element of a birthday party seems to be becoming more important as 

the years go on. Most parties happy from between 11am and 3pm and parents 

will come to the party expecting their child to be provided with lunch. I always 

recommend putting the food out at the last minute (say 10 minutes before 

lunch time) or your food buffet for 30 children will be picked apart by hungry 

parents during the party leaving sometimes half the food that was put out.  

 

I have been to parties where the parents have been given their own designated 

food buffet, generally consisting of pastries and cakes along with an urn of hot 

water and teabags or a few teapots so as not to disturb the food assigned to the 

children. This is a great idea (especially when you could have up to 40 parents 

at a party) however it is an additional cost that could technically is not 

necessary.  

 

When planning on what food to bring, I usually recommend the following: 

 

● Water/ fruit juice to drink whilst the entertainment is happening (especially 

if there is a bouncy castle/ active games) and I’ve seen some lovely ideas 

where the water bottle labels have been customised to the party theme 

(see image below)  

● Fruit shoots are great and some parties will get the parents to 

write the name of their child on the bottle so there’s no confusion 

if they leave it somewhere in the hall 

 

● When I gave provided food for a party I usually supply basic sandwiches 

(ham sandwiches and cheese sandwiches) and some sausage rolls. Make 
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sure you are aware of any dietary requirements of your guests (i.e. 

gluten/dairy free or Muslim) as more and more parents seem to expect 

their child to individually catered for ‘so as not to miss out’. You can buy 

gluten free bread in most supermarkets (at a premium) or you could even 

ask the child’s mum to bring a sandwich themselves (which will save you a 

lot of stress, additional cost and worry of contamination).  

 

● Fruit is a nice idea and usually bananas or pineapple/melon on a lollypop 

stick (see image below) work best 

 

● Crisps/ popcorn/ marshmallows/ sweets/ cookies etc will always go down 

well with children and as long as there is at least one or more healthy 

options, the parents generally will not complain either 

Setting Up the Venue 

In my experience the way the hall is set up can be critical to a smooth running 

party. It heavy depends on the type of entertainment you have and the size of 

the hall.  

 

You generally want the entertainment and the food tables at the opposite end of 

the halls. This helps to clearly identify to the children when it’s time to eat and 

when it’s time to play. It’s also good if you need to bring out food whilst the 

entertainment is happening in preparation as you do not have to weave around 

the children. This being said, try and ensure the food tables are close to the 

kitchen so you can quickly go back and forth between the two.  

 

It is also important to remember that most entertainers will need easy access to 

plug points so bear this in mind when you are viewing halls and planning on 

how to set up the hall. 

 

The Food Table  

 
Generally you will have two options with the food. Have a buffet-style table 

where the parents (and hopefully children) will select what they would like and 

place it on a plate or have the children sit down at the table and place food in 

the middle. Usually this depends on space, location of the kitchen and how 

creative the parents want to be.  
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Toilets 

One commonly overlooked part of the hall setup is identifying where the toilets 

are. This may sound obvious however most parties’ I’ve done the parents of the 

birthday child are constantly being asked where the toilets are. A simple sign 

would stop this.  

 

Hall setup checklist 

✓ Large area for the entertainer with plug points 

✓ Separate/ area at the opposite end of the hall for the food (preferably 

near the kitchen) 

✓ Dedicated table for birthday presents 

✓ Dedicated table for the birthday cake 

✓ Sign/s showing where the toilets are 

✓ Balloons/sign on the outside door and in the carpark (if applicable) 

✓ Chairs placed around the hall for the parents to sit on  

 

 

The below is a layout for a hall in Winchmore Hill that I have conducted may 

parties at. Of course, there are many different ways you could set up this hall 

but I feel this is the most effective as it maximises the space for the party: 
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The Birthday Cake 
The centrepiece of any children’s birthday party is the cake. Usually you can find 

great home businesses that will make a bespoke birthday cake with around 40 

slices for around £40.00. Birthday cakes seem to generally have moved on from 

the ‘out of the box’ supermarket cake and on to these home-baked 

masterpieces. Usually there ends up being two options for the birthday cake; 

cut it up at the party and give to the children in their party bags or take it home 

and give the children a slice of a cheaper birthday cake or a cupcake to take 

home. I feel both can work well (mainly depending on if there are further family 

birthday celebrations). I've also seen parents have three tiered cakes made 

where only one tier is edible (thus bringing the cost and wastage down but still 
having the ‘showstopper’ cake.  
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Party Bags 
Party bags have come a long way since the traditional piece of birthday cake 

wrapped in a napkin.  

 
There are now lots of companies (and home businesses) making sweet cones, 

treat bags and even pizza making kits making the average cost of a party bag 

around £2.00 per child (not including the cake).  

 

The hassle can come when extra children are allowed to attend the party 

(usually siblings) and have not been counted in the numbers – I always 

recommend bringing spare party bags (5 is usually my golden number) as they 

quickly get given out at the end of the party and it can be difficult to work out 

who was invited and who was a last minute addition. Sadly it’s usually the 

birthday child (and their brother/sister) that miss out as they are usually the 

last to receive a party bag. I would recommend keeping theirs behind so you 

can ensure they do not miss out.  
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